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Company Overview

InCyber

KEY BENEFITS

Large-scale organizations around the world have
yet to figure out that outsider industrial espionage
is not really their worst nightmare. Their main focus
should be on insider threats. The average annual
cost of containment/remediation for all types of
insider threats is $4.3 million. The average cost for
a single malicious insider attack is $350,000.
To try reducing these insider risks, many
organizations are simply delivering user behavior
analytics (UBA), tooling it with profiling and
exception monitoring modules. These solutions
have been in place for almost 20 years, but results
show these efforts are not effective. Organizations
have simply been a victim of increasing insider
thefts, to the tune of billions.
A global survey conducted recently by PwC among
over 7,200 organizations, revealed that insider
fraud players are increasingly active, accounting
for 48% of the most disruptive economic crimes
experienced today. Even more disruptive is the fact
that 68% of reported insider frauds were attributed
to senior and middle management.
InCyber’s main objective is to dramatically change
the insider threats’ landscape, based on its
revolutionary InCyber On-Prem, which supplies
True Prediction of Insider Threats™ (TPIT)™.
Our main objective is to give organizations and
enterprises worldwide a fully functional On-Prem
that counters insider threats – predicting not only
which employees and other system users are
prone to consider inside thefts, but also which one
of them will steal insider company’s assets in the
foreseeable future.
To that aim, we invented a revolutionary,
groundbreaking exciting software, that combines
internal and external sources of information in order
to flag employees, contractors or other individuals
who could potentially pose a threat to the
organization or its systems. With this revolutionary
software, we can actually predict insider threats
within a company, based on user logs and data,
integrative data inputs of both internal (HR metadata) and external (corporate and public) sources,
advanced mathematics and the Crystal Ball
Ranking Method™ that we invented.

The first ever solution that shines
a bright light on potential insider
threats

The revolutionary solution that
‘profiles and predicts’ malicious
or negligent activities and fraud

The only solution that generates
a Critical Prediction Score™
(CPS)™

The first ever solution that gives
True Prediction of Insider
Threats™ (TPIT)™

Stop tomorrow’s insider threats today!

InCyber, Inc.

How does the InCyber On-Prem work?
Block Diagram of the InCyber TPIT™ System
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For each User:
Input all activities
And apply the
Combo Algorithm
For detecting
Irregular Activities
(Initial Prediction
Score – IPS)

For each User:
Apply the Industry
Factor and
compute
Automatically the
Critical Prediction
Score (also called
Final Prediction
Score - FPC)

Use Actual
External
Parameters to
Improve the
Accuracy of the
TPIT System

Report the
Red, Yellow,
and Green
Suspects
Alert the CISO
About
Red Suspects
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Added value

 Advanced Machine Learning and combo-algorithms establish
individual behavior baselines and Evolve over time in order to
reduce false positives.

 The Initial Prediction Score™ (IPS)™ evaluates anomalous

behavior. In addition, we use industry factors and external data to
improve the overall accuracy of our TPIT system (TPIT)™.

 Scalable user-friendly technology that works in tandem with

existing systems to provide in-depth analysis of user activity,
increasing both organizational security and efficiency.
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ABOUT INCYBER, INC.
InCyber, Inc. is dedicated to changing the insider security
landscape with our TPIT™ (True Prediction of Insider Threats™).
Our mission is to defend enterprises against insider threats and/or
those impersonating internal credentials such as hackers, terrorists, and
malware. Using advanced machine learning techniques, combo-algorithms,
and the Crystal Ball Ranking Method™, InCyber Inc. provides advance
warning of impending threats before they can damage, steal, or publicize
sensitive data. This unprecedented level of defense against insider threats
offers companies an invaluable edge that present-day solutions, which operate
either in near real-time or after the fact, simply cannot provide. Companies
with advance warning of an attack can save millions by implementing
preventative measures instead of engaging in damage control. However,
there are more than financial losses at stake – just consider the
damage to a company’s reputation, loss of customers and even the
potential closure of businesses over one or more “insider events.”
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